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Best comic book reader pc You mean like the 'Buy outright' Pro version license that also lets me export to other formats than
MP4, has timeline rendering, includes both the Boris FX & Graffiti packages, etc, etc, etc? Got that covered, Lightworks Pro is
installed and activated on my system! Lightworks sees the MXO2 Mini (or so it would seem) and can even play audio thru the
MXO2 hardware.

But should I expect a preview out, since the test only gives me audio thru the box and no video? Or is the MXO2 for capture
only (which is worthless to me as my workflow doesn't need this)?If you CAN'T preview with the Matrox MXO2, what would I
need to get that would allow me to preview on an external monitor (doesn't need to be 10-bit, 8-bit is fine)? Is it as simple as
setting up the second video port on my video card and using it, or would a Blackmagic or AJA card be in order? Using 3rd party
hardware like the MXO, Decklink or Kona is a feature of the of Lightworks.. 5 now sees the Matrox after I found and installed
the correct version of drivers and it can be selected from the audio IO dialog, and the type of video chosen (Component or
Composite only??).. But it doesn't output any video, though my external monitor will briefly flicker as I start Lightworks, like
the MXO2 is being initialized.. Am I to understand that you are not able to use a Matrox MXO2 for previewing the timeline to
an external monitor from Lightworks? Or should previews out on the MXO2 work? LW 12.
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